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What is the COLOR?
Color is present everywhere around us. Rich in symbols
and codes, it influences us on a daily basis in our decisions/
choices.
For centuries, scientists wondered where the color came from?
Is this matter? Light? The answer is quite disconcerting ... color is
omnipresent, but it doesn’t really exist!
This is a sensation that comes from the combination of several
elements: A light source that interacts with an object, an eye to
scan information, and a cortex to interpret it. If only one of these
4 elements is missing, everything will be discolored ...

By mixing these 3 elements as «light» (and not as «matter»),
white light can be obtained. When a light source is emitted on
an object, some of the energy will be absorbed by the object, the
other part will be reflected.
The «Light-Object» interaction can vary according to the object.
Some of them will totally absorb the light energy received, they
will be perceived «Black» by our eyes.
Some others will reflect the light entirely, our eyes perceive them
as «White».
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We can’t speak about color without making reference to the light.
The sun light considered as white light is an electromagnetic
radiation, resulting from 3 components: Red, Green and Blue rays.

Black is Black you will tell me…
Not exactly, all blacks are not the same!
Our ink ranges are quite rich in Black and for good reasons. Each
Black has its own specificity. Here below is a short summary to
help you choose the right product according to your application.

Thanks to the colorimetry, it is possible to describe the perception
of colors in a scientific and objective way, and through universal
language. The latest scientific progress, especially the development
of ΔEcmc/ΔE2000 acceptability formulas allows a better match
between visual and instrumental perception.

Our eye is a good tool to see the difference between 2 blacks,
particularly to distinguish tone variations. We can easily observe
that the Neutral and the Deep Blacks stand out from the others
because of their color shade (rather «warm» for the Neutral black,
or «cold» for the Deep black).
But our eyes are less sensitive to the intensity deviations, and the
instrumental measurement (Lightness: L* value) can help us to
classify the Blacks from lighter to stronger ones.

Strength

45/0°-D50, 2°, No filter

Be careful not to confuse Deep with Intense Black. Although the
applications are quite similar, the strength and colorimetry are
quite different. The Deep Black is bluish and lighter than the
Intense Black. This last one is the strongest and the most neutral
in terms of toning.
Thanks to its high intensity, it can be used for solid prints in a
single pass, with a low ink film thickness.
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Vision & Illusions
In the bottom of the eye, many cells cover
the retina and allow it to capture the light.
These photoreceptors are composed of
cones and rods. The rods are 25 to 100
times more sensitive to light than the cones.
Thanks to the rods, we are able to see
in twilight, but not to distinguish colors.
Cones are fewer. They are responsible for
the vision of colors and sharpness. They
require a relatively high light intensity to
fulfill their role, from which the saying
comes: «at night, all cats are gray».
The received information is transferred
from the eye to the brain via the optic
nerve, as an electrical signal. Then, it
will be analyzed by the cerebral cortex.
The process is quite complex because from
all the received information, the brain must
be able to decrypt the 3 fundamental
characteristics of the color: Lightness, saturation and tone.
As you know, the brain is an extraordinary
machine; but sometimes it can play tricks,
and constrains us to see something which
is not the reality!
You can discover it through the illusions
below.
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Illusion 1
Can you believe that the colors of checkers A
and B are exactly the same? We are supposed
to see the box A darker than the box B, finally it
is what our brain interprets and tells us to see!
If you print this drawing, you will see that
without the environment the 2 boxes are the
same color. Our brain is trapped by the effect of
simultaneous contrast: Box B appears clearer to
us, as the boxes around it are much darker than
those around box A.

Several factors can interfere with our color
perception: The environment, lighting,
contrasts, tiredness, or many phenomena
related to the eye functioning like the retinal
persistence*).
The illustration below is a good example.
Look at the black dot in the middle of the
picture for 15 seconds, then look at the
white screen just below it.

·
·

What do you see? A yellow square at the left
side and a pink square at the right? Are you
sure? There is nothing to see yet ... the screen
is totally white! Once again, our brain has been
duped. This optical illusion is due to retinal
persistence.

When we look at a colored image for a
long time, the cones (photosensitive cells
present in our eye) saturate. Then, if we
look at a white surface, this image is perceived in the complementary colors:
This is called the «residual image».
Beware, our eyes are not always as reliable
as we imagine!
*) Retinal persistence: When an image is formed on the
retina, it doesn’t disappear immediately but remains
«frozen» approximately one tenth of a second before
the retina’s cells become sensitive again. The longer
the image will be observed, the longer it will persist on
the retina.

ISO 12647-2: version 2013
As a reminder, the ISO 12647-2 standard
for Lithographic Offset printing processes
was revised in December 2013 and applied
effectively in 2015.
The biggest change in the standard concerns
the papers classification. There were 5 types
of paper in the old version (12647: 2007),
now the new standard includes 8 kinds of
paper which is more in line with the current
market. This also means that the L * a * b *
characteristics of the process color inks have
been modified, according to the new
substrates classification. For further
details about colorimetric values, data
can be obtained on request.
The last relevant change for the colorimetry:
Measurement conditions are now in accordance with ISO 13655 (0/45 ° or 45/0 °
geometry, D50 illuminant, 2 ° Observer,
filter M1 recommended).

Examples of typical «coated and uncoated» substrates resulting
from the new paper classification

Sources: International Standard ISO 12647-2 3rd edition 2013-12-15
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